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	10 New Header designs that come with a matching background `slice` for use with Optimise Press if you should need.Layered PSD files included. 	 	Another pack of 10 New Header designs that come with a matching background `slice` for use with Optimise Press if you should need.Layered PSD files included.	 	Yet another collection 
					  of 10 New Header designs that come with a matching background `slice` for use with Optimise Press if you should need.Layered PSD files included. 
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					6 Variations of the popular Belcher Buttons, fully editable to your own specifications with PSD files included 	 	15 Variations of Order Buttons with different styles and design...PSD files are included to edit if you wish.	 	A collection of 
					7 Number Sets,can be used to list featured items within your product or even a coundown timer...PSD file are included.
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	24 exciting new Text Styles to add into your Photoshop collection... make your text look amazing! 	 	9 New Guarantee Badges, fully editable to you your own websitesite colour scheme...PSD files are included.	 	A 
						`notepaper` graphic in various colours to add a special touch to your sales 
					  page or website.Fully editable with PSD files included.
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	A collection of over 
						150 bullet point graphics to add into your new website, 
					  giving any lists or text have a bit more urgency.	 	70 of the most popular 
						social media icons to add into your website, blog ... 
					  various sizes included to complement your design. 	 	
					Formatted Bullet Lists are a 
					great way to show a list of features or benefits of your new 
					product.Easily edited with PSD files included.
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	10 `Feature Boxes` 
						..can be used to highlight your products or even 
						compliment any bonus offers that you may be offering.PSD 
					  files are included to edit as you wish.	 	A set of 6 testimonial 
						boxes, fully editable with PSD files included. Add to 
						your website to give assurance to potential new 
					  customers that may be wanting opinions of your product.	 	A set of 5 headline graphics to give that extra impact 
						and first impression of urgency to your new sales page 
					  design.PSD files are included to edit your text.
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	Pricing comparison 
						tables, giving the option to add various licensing 
						options to your new product.PSD files are included to 
					  edit.	 	A set of 11 highlight 
						graphics to compliment your headline and sub-headline 
					  text, making it stand out for extra impact! 	 	A set of 5 Frequently 
						Asked Questions graphics to add to your salespage or 
						website.PSD files are included to edit colours & text if 
					  you desire.
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	A collection of 6 
						guarantee designs ( 30 day & 60 day) to ensure assurance 
					  to potential customers.PSD files are included.	 	30 checkmarks to 
						compliment each of the header designs included in the 
					  pack, making you new page colours flow throughout. 	 	9 Video Frames in the most popular sizes. 3 Styles at 720x405 , 640x360 and 560x315.PSD files are included to edit if needed. 
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	Selection of banners in the most popular sizes. 3 Styles, with 5 variations in sizes.PSD files included to add your own text and images. 	 	
					3 Sets of Star Ratings graphics. 
					Be it for a new product rating or a testimonial.Fully 
					editable with PSD files included.	 	
					Calendar graphic to add for 
					product launch dates or any specific day you wish to 
					highlight.Easily add your own Month/date.
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	A set of 5 One Time 
						Offer headline graphics to use with your upsell of 
						downsell pages.PSD files are included to edit as you 
					  wish.	 	
					A 
					collection of some of my 
					favourite and popular fonts that I personally use in a lot of my designs.	 	A collection of 24 
						ribbon graphics to add to your website design giving 
						that `special` touch.PSD files are included to edit 
					  text, colours etc .. 
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											I could sell this package to anyone 
											for much more... But instead I aim 
											to earn a customer and business 
											associate by providing YOU with 
											incredible value. 

											
											That's 
											my Philosophy... And I'm Sticking to 
											it!
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				ClickBank is the retailer of this product. CLICKBANK® is a registered trademark of Click Sales, Inc., a Delaware corporation located at 917 S. Lusk Street, Suite 200, Boise Idaho, 83706, USA and used by permission. ClickBank's role as retailer does not constitute an endorsement, approval or review of this product or any claim, statement or opinion used in promotion of this product.
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